
CMB Besana is one of the longest standing glass
machinery producers in Italy. The founding of the company
dates back to 1917. At its present loacation in Cittiglio,

near Varese, in northern Italy, Glass-Technology
International met Annibale Besana, who has been running

the company for nearly half a century.
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had worked in Germany
and Hungary for 17 years, where he learnt the
most sophisticated techniques in leather crafting.
He brought the know-how back to Italy where
he set-up his own company. Glass machines
were more of a hobby for him”, Besana told
Glass-Technology International.

Officine Meccaniche Fratelli Besana was
involved in glassmaking machines right from
the start, with edging and drilling machines.
The company soon specialized in “tailored
products” for specific requirements. “At one
point, demand for one of our products was so
high we thought about setting up an assembly
line to take advantage of economies of scale
and cut down costs”, says Besana, “but with
hindsight I can say that it was a good thing we
never got around to doing it”. The flexibility
required to adapt to the emerging requirements

of clients has kept the company small,
but competit ive within its niche,

Besana explains.

PRODUCTS AND MARKETS
Today, the company produces

straight line edgers,
horizontal double
edgers, horizontal
double bevellers,
drills, suckers and

belt honing machines.
The company holds various patents

for innovative technical solutions it
has adopted in its range of products. The

OMPANY HISTORY
The story of Attilio

Besana’s life would be
enough for an article without even
having to mention the company he has been
running since 1946, the year he gave up his
stripes and a career as a Navy officer and
returned to his home in Milan, northern Italy.
“It was a difficult decision to take”, Besana
recalls, “but my uncle needed as much help
as he could get after having to rebuild the
company from scrap three times because of
the air raids that levelled it out”.

When the company was founded in 1917, it
was called Officine Meccaniche Fratelli Besana
and Attilio Besana’s uncle set up and ran the
company. Attilio’s father was more closely
involved in leather craftsmanship. “My father
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end, CMB Besana is
teamed up with Lovati, a producer of automatic
NC machines and grinding machines amongst
others, in the United States with Besana-Lovati,
Inc., based in North Carolina, and in France with
Besana-Lovati France. “And speaking about
France”, Besana says, “we built the grinding
machine that was used to process the glass of
the first Louvre Museum pyramid”.

The company is planning a site expansion
from the present 3,700 to 4,500 square metres.

“We need more space for assembling the
machines”, Besana says, “but if you want to
know more about that you’ll have to come and
visit us again in five or six months”. At this
point we take our leave with the promise that
we will visit again soon to learn more about
what lies ahead for the company. ■

CMB Besana double
edgers, for example,
are equipped with a
patented system for the
automatic advancement of the
diamond wheels. Or the Multihead CNC
workstation with the special feature of
precision and high speed execution of notches
for doors or holes with countersink. The
company also produces a complete automatic
line for loading, double edge grinding,
simultaneous drilling of two holes and washing
of glass sheets, which amounts to supply-
ing finished products for packaging and
shipment or ready to go to directly to the
tempering furnace.

At this point, Besana
tells us more about how
production takes
place. All the pro-
ducts are assem-
bled in-house. The
carpentry and a

part of the electronic components are let out
on contract. There are 35 people working on
the machines on a daily basis. Depending on
the phase of production another six or seven
workers are sent over by the contracted
companies for specific tasks. “Every detail is
important when putting together machines
that process at speeds of up to 30 metres of
glass per minute”, says Besana.

As far as geographical market segmentation
is concerned, the company is strongly inclined
towards exporting with well over 90 per cent of
products leaving for overseas markets. To this
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